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1 Introduction

This talk is about (non-surface) contextual allomorphy, where
the form of a morpheme...

(i) varies based on the morpheme’s context, but

(ii) this variation cannot be explained by appealing to the general
phonological system/processes of a language

Such allomorphy can show up in two basic ways:

• Suppletive allomorphy (replacive form)

(1) child-PL → child-ren / *child-s

• A morphophonological alternation (non-replacive form)

(2) a. leaf-pl → leav-es / *leaf-s
b. house-pl → hou[z]-es / *hou[s]-es

nb. Both functional morphemes and roots can display both types
of allomorphy.

∗Thank you to Byron Ahn, Jonathan Bobaljik, David Embick, and Florian
Lionnet for extremely helpful discussions of this project, to audiences at Har-
vard and UPenn for their comments and suggestions, and to Sebastian Holt for
his (ongoing) translation of Jastrow’s grammar of Turoyo, without which this
project wouldn’t be possible.

What are the (proposed) constraints on contextual allomorphy?

A. Locality:

• The triggers of allomorphy must be structurally (and/or lin-
early) local to the morpheme/allomorph

(i) Within the same X0 (Bobaljik 2012, Thornton 2017)

(ii) Within the same (min.) XP (Bobaljik and Harley 2017)

(iii) Linearly adjacent/concatenated within the same spell-out
domain (Embick 2010, Arregi and Nevins 2012)

(iv) Within a series of adjacent heads in an extended projection
(Merchant 2015) (this constitutes a “span”; Svenonius 2012)

B. Directionality:

(3)
Z

Y
X √

• If exponents (vocabulary items) are chosen for morphemes
starting from the root and proceeding outwards (Carstairs 1987,

Bobaljik 2000, Carstairs-McCarthy 2001, Adger et al. 2003, Embick

2010, i.a.), then:

(i) Outwardly-sensitive allomorphy can only have a mor-
phosyntactic trigger (e.g., number, tense)

⋄ “Outward” (Carstairs 1987) = triggered by something
less embedded/further from the root of the word

⋄ E.g., in (3), allomorphy of Y triggered by Z

• And if morphosyntactic features are entirely replaced by their
exponent (Halle 1990, Noyer 1992, Bobaljik 2000, i.a.), then:

(ii) Inwardly-sensitive allomorphy can only have a morpho-
phonological trigger (e.g., verb class, phonological form)

⋄ “Inward” (Carstairs 1987) = triggered by something
further embedded/closer to the root of the word

⋄ E.g., in (3), allomorphy of Y triggered by X
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The goals of this talk:

• Empirical: To understand a complex system of allomorphy
found in Turoyo verbs that seems to instantiate the exact in-
verse of both directionality constraints.

– Looks like inward-sensitivity to morphosyntactic features

– Looks like outward-sensitivity to phonological form

• Theoretical: To pursue an analysis of this allomorphy within
the framework of Distributed Morphology.

– I will argue that the verbal complex in Turoyo is a series
of adjacent heads that do not constitute a syntactic word.

– Consequences:

⋄ Directionality can be maintained in its strongest form.

⋄ But, the locality condition on allomorphy must be
looser than is often proposed.

– An alternative proposal—under which the strictest local-
ity can be maintained—comes at the cost of directionality.

2 The data

Turoyo is an endangered Central Neo-Aramaic language1 spoken
originally in southeastern Turkey, and spoken today mainly in a
widespread diaspora community (Weaver and Kiraz 2016).

§2.1 An overview of the Turoyo verb

§2.2 Allomorphy of the B morpheme

§2.3 Allomorphy of the L morpheme

nb. All data come from Jastrow’s (1993) Turoyo grammar

2.1 The components of the Turoyo verb

Like all Neo-Aramaic languages, Turoyo has rich verbal morphology,
especially w.r.t. agreement.

1The genetic classification of Neo-Aramaic languages/dialects is not uncon-
troversial; see e.g. Coghill (1999) and references therein.

(4) z@bt
˙catch.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-le (=z@bt
˙
atle)2

-L3m.sg

‘you (fem. sg.) catch him’ (p. 135)

• The bold italic capital letter in the agreement glosses indicates
different paradigms/patterns of agreement:

(i) the “base” set (B), always adjacent to the verb base

– encodes # and gender of an argument

Table 1: B suffixes in Turoyo (p. 125)

B form(s)

M.SG -∅
F.SG -o

PL -i/-@n

(ii) the “simple” set (S)

– encodes π and # of an argument

– always indexes the same argument that B does

(iii) the “ l-initial” set (L)

– encodes π, #, and gender of an argument

– always indexes a different argument than B/S

Table 2: S and L suffixes in Turoyo (p. 128–129)

S form L form3

1SG -no -li

1PL -na -lan

2M.SG
-@t

-l@x
2F.SG -lax

2PL -utu -lxu/-nxu

3M.SG

-∅
-le

3F.SG -la
3PL -lle/-nne

2Pronunciations are in parentheses; subject agr in red; object agr in blue.
3The L forms seem to be bimorphemic, consisting of an l component and an

unpredictable component that varies based on ϕ-features. This is supported by
the independent existence of the l -less pieces as suffixal pronominal possessors.
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This basic template (V-B-S-L) is complexified in a number of ways,
which (for the most part) won’t centrally concern us here:

• The finite verb base’s vocalic “pattern” varies based on aspect4

• The verb can bear non-agreement-related affixes, e.g., negation
(prefix), future tense (prefix), and past tense (suffix/infix)

• Which agreement suffixes agree with which arguments changes
based on transitivity and aspect (we’ll return to this in §3.3)

– Ergative alignment with the perfective base

– Accusative alignment with the imperfective base

The allomorphy of interest (bolded in Tables 1 and 2):5

• The form of the B agreement suffix is sensitive to phonological
material that follows it in the verbal complex, §2.2

• The form of the L agreement suffix is sensitive to morphosyn-
tactic features that precede it in the verbal complex, §2.3

2.2 B allomorphy

There is one clear case of non-surface allomorphy within the B set,
the form of the B suffix when it indexes a plural argument:

(5) a. Bpl → -i / CV (6a) or # (6b) (p. 127)
(= in an open syllable)

b. Bpl → -∅ / V (6c)

c. Bpl → -@n / CC (6d)
(= in a closed syllable)

4Jastrow (1993) refers to the (finite) verb bases as varying based on tense, but
it is clear from the existence of separate tense morphemes (and the effect these
morphemes have on the interpretation of the verb) that the primary semantic
contribution of the verb base is not temporal but rather aspectual. This accords
with findings about the verb base in other closely related Neo-Aramaic languages
(see, e.g., Hoberman 1989, Coghill 1999).

5One could argue that the whole suffix series is a massive portmanteau,
learned idiosyncratically/idiomatically. However, this seems implausible to me,
as even considering just basic intransitive and transitive finite verbs without the
past tense morpheme (see §2.3.3), this would comprise 129 unique suffix forms.

(6) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-i
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-la (=n@šqila)
-L3f.sg

‘they kiss her’ (p. 133)

b. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-i
-Bpl

-∅ (=gah
˙
iki)

-S3

‘they laughed’ (p. 129)

c. n@šq
kiss.impf

-∅
-Bpl

-utu (=n@šqutu)
-S2pl

‘you (pl.) kiss’ (p. 127)

d. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-nxu (=n@šq@nxu)
-L2pl

‘they kiss you (pl)’ (p. 127)

• The elsewhere allomorph seems to be -i, (5a)/(6a–b).

• The zero allomorph, (5b)/(6c), can be understood as deletion of
-i as a repair for vowel hiatus, which is not tolerated in Turoyo
(which we’ve already seen, in (4))

– This, then, is not a true case of contextual allomorphy—it
is purely phonological.

• The -@n allomorph, (5c)/(6d), on the other hand, is not plausi-
bly derived by a general phonological process in the language.

– No general process of nasal-insertion

– Not phonologically motivated6

⋄ In fact, this allomorph choice always creates a phono-
tactic violation, *CCC

⋄ This violation is repaired by deleting one of the first
two consonant slots (impossible to tell which), (6d)

6It is in fact common for allomorph choice, even phonologically-conditioned
allomorphy, to not be phonologically optimizing (e.g., Paster 2006), which can
be taken as evidence against global approaches to allomorphy (Embick 2010).
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nb. The past tense morpheme, -wa, which is invisible for the
purposes of contextual allomorphy, allows us to see all 3
Cs survive on the surface:

(7) n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-nxu (=n@šq@nwanxu)
-L2pl

‘they used to kiss you (pl)’ (p. 134)

⋄ Shows us that -i/-@n allomorphy can’t be reduced to
-i/-@ allomorphy (alongside L allomorphy, §2.3.1).

⋄ Suggests that past tense -wa is infixed; see §2.3.3.

⇒ The -i/-@n Bpl alternation is best characterized as:

• Suppletive allomorphy

• Triggered by the phonological form of the following overt
morpheme in the verbal complex (ignoring past tense, §2.3.3)

Note that preliminarily, this looks problematic for the basic form of
directionality:

• B is sensitive to the phonological form of S and L, which are
linearly further away from the verb root

• Is this allomorphy outwardly sensitive to phonology?

– A preview of the answer (§3): No, this outward sensitivity
is only apparent; it’s really inward sensitivity.

2.3 L allomorphy

2.3.1 The core alternation

Two of the L suffixes, L2pl and L3pl, begin with two consonant
slots, with the first consonant typically being l (as is characteristic).

(8) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-lxu (=n@šqalxu)
-L2pl

‘she kisses you (pl)’ (p. 133)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-lle (=n@šqalle)
-L3pl

‘she kisses them’ (p. 133)

Unlike the other L suffixes, these two L suffixes behave exceptionally
in that they undergo an alternation, (9)–(10)

(9) a. L2pl → -lxu (elsewhere)
→ -nxu / pl

b. L3pl → -lle (elsewhere)
→ -nne / pl

(10) Generalized morphophonologically: CC-initial L suffixes
undergo liquid nasalization (l→n) following a plural feature

• All the other L suffixes stay l-initial in all morphological envi-
ronments, even following a plural, cf. (6a), repeated here:

(11) n@šq
kiss.impf

-i
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-la (=n@šqila)
-L3f.sg

‘they kiss her’ (p. 133)

• At first, you might think there is a conspiracy between the B
allomorphy of the previous section and this L allomorphy:

– The CC-initial L suffixes are precisely those that trigger
the -@n allomorph of Bpl, §2.2/(5c).

– Could the nasalized L forms (-nxu/-nne) simply be the
result of progressive assimilation, as a result of adjacency
with the -@n Bpl allomorph?

– Indeed, this is a plausible explanation of cases like (12):

(12) n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅7

-S3

-nne (=n@šq@nne)
-L3pl

‘they kiss them’ (p. 127)

7I assume that the S suffix, though not overtly displaying a number distinc-
tion in 3rd person, cf. Table 2, still abstractly contains number in 3rd person.
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• However, a progressive assimilation account is not syn-
chronically adequate to capture the L allomorphy.

– The l/n alternation persists in the absence of the -@n Bpl

allomorph or any other phonological trigger:

(13) a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-nne (=z@bt
˙
utne8)

-L3pl

‘you (pl) catch them’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-nxu (=z@bt
˙
ut@nxu)

-L2pl

‘you (pl) catch yourselves’ (p. 135)

• One could speculate that the -@n environment in (12) is where
the l/n alternation (historically/diachronically) first arose.

– Would also help us understand why the alternation targets
only CC-initial suffixes (not a natural class featurally).

⇒ The l/n CC-initial L suffix alternation is best characterized as:

• A morphophonological alternation

• Triggered by the morphosyntactic features of the preced-
ing morpheme in the verbal complex

nb. Could be taken to be two unconnected instances of suppletive
allomorphy (-lxu suppleted by -nxu; -lle suppleted by -nne).

– But, a suppletion analysis would make all of the following
properties of this allomorphy accidental:

⋄ The phonological change that L2pl and L3pl undergo
is the same (l→n)

8The final vowel of the S suffix is deleted in (13a)/(14a) but is reduced in
(13b)/(14b). This seems to be a result of vowel deletion in a closed syllable being
blocked when it will necessitate consonant deletion (vs. shortening). However,
this may not be the right characterization, as it makes the wrong prediction
w.r.t. the placement of the past tense morpheme, cf. §2.3.3 and fn. 11.

⋄ The elsewhere allomorph and the conditioned allo-
morph are extremely similar phonologically

⋄ Only CC-initial L suffixes undergo the alternation

– I will take this allomorphy to be a morphophonological
alternation; but nothing crucial hinges on this.

This finding is problematic for the stronger form of directionality,
which rules out not only outward sensitivity to phonology, but also
inward sensitivity to morphosyntactic features.

• L is sensitive to the features of B/S, which are linearly closer
to the verb root

• Does this allomorphy display inward sensitivity to morphosyn-
tactic features?

– A preview of the answer (§3): No, this inward sensitivity
is only apparent; it’s really outward sensitivity.

2.3.2 The alternation is fully general

Support for the characterization of the L suffix alternation as oc-
curring in a certain morphological (not phonological) environment:

• The l/n alternation occurs in the context of any (immediately)
preceding plural feature, not just a plural B/S suffix.

– In plural imperatives, where the plural marker is distinct
from that of canonical perfectives/imperfectives:

(14) a. zbāt
˙catch.imper

-u
-imper.pl

-nne (=zbāt
˙
ne)

-L3pl

‘catch them!’ (addressed to you (pl)) (p. 141)

b. zbāt
˙catch.imper

-u
-imper.pl

-nxu (=zbāt
˙
@nxu)

-L2pl

‘catch yourselves!’ (addressed to you (pl)) (p. 141)
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– When two L suffixes are stacked, and the first is pl, the
second appears in its n form:

(15) a. s@m
make.pfv

-lxu
-L2pl

-nne (=s@mx@nne)
-L3pl

‘you (pl) made them’ (p. 139)

b. s@m
make.pfv

-lxu
-L2pl

-nxu (=s@mx@nxu)
-L2pl

‘you (pl) made yourselves’ (p. 139)

⇒ The -lxu/-nxu and -lle/-nne alternations are fully general.

2.3.3 An aside: Developing past tense -wa as a diagnostic

We saw in (7) that past tense -wa, mysteriously, seems to be com-
pletely invisible (ignored) for the purposes of contextual allomorphy.

• We are now in a position to more fully appreciate this data:

– Does linearly-intervening -wa block B allomorphy, i.e., by
bleeding the CC environment that triggers it? No, (16):

(16) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-nxu (=n@šq@nwanxu)
-L2pl

‘they used to kiss you (pl)’ (p. 134)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-@n
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-nne (=n@šq@nwanne)
-L3pl

‘they used to kiss them’ (p. 134)

– Does linearly-intervening -wa block L allomorphy, i.e., by
bleeding its pl environment? No, (16) and (17):

(17) a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-wa
-pst

-nne (=z@bt
˙
utwanne)

-L3pl

‘you (pl) used to catch them’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bpl

-utu
-S2pl

-wa
-pst

-nxu (=z@bt
˙
utwanxu)

-L2pl

‘you (pl) used to catch yourselves’ (p. 135)

• As noted w.r.t. (7), -wa shows us that B allomorphy must take
place separately from/in addition to L allomorphy.

– It is tempting to have L allomorphy do all the work, with
the supposed B allomorphy being a surface phenomenon
(phonologically-derived).

– But, if B allomorphy were a surface -i/-@ alternation,
there is no way to explain the n that precedes -wa in (16).

Importantly, -wa differentiates what is morphological from what
is phonological.

• As we saw in (16)–(17), -wa appears to be absent from (not
linearly intervening during) contextual allomorphy calculations,
i.e., during morphological operations.

– At the relevant derivational point for allomorphy, -wa does
not intervene in the suffix series.

• In contrast to morphological processes, -wa is not ignored
for (most) phonological processes.

– -wa blocks phonological rules, e.g., (18), when -wa linearly
intervenes in the triggering environment, e.g., (19):

(18) o → a / C]σ

(19) a. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-lle (=n@šqalle)
-L3pl

‘she kisses them’ (p. 133)

⇒ no -wa; (18) applies: o → a

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-lle (=n@šqowalle)
-L3pl

‘she used to kiss them’ (p. 133)

⇒ -wa appears; (18) does not apply: o 9 a
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– -wa is visible for calculating penultimate stress, (20).

(20) a. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-∅
-Bm.sg

-∅ (=g´̄ah
˙
@k)

-S3

‘he laughed’ (p. 154)

b. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-∅
-Bm.sg

-∅
-S3

-wa (=gah
˙
@́kwa)

-pst

‘he had laughed’ (p. 154)

(21) a. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅ (=gah
˙
íko)

-S3

‘she laughed’ (p. 154)

b. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-wa (=gah
˙
ikówa)

-pst

‘she had laughed’ (p. 154)

– -wa is visible for (blocking) phonological assimilation
(which is taken up in the following section).

⇒ -wa is visible in its surface position in the phonology,
but not in the morphology.

• This provides further evidence that the L suffix -lxu/-nxu and
-lle/-nne alternations are not purely phonological in nature, as
they persist across -wa, (16)–(17).

We can make sense of -wa by positing that it is a phonological
infix originating outside agreement.

• Further support for an infixation analysis comes from the vari-
able morphological position of -wa in the suffix series.

– -wa follows the S suffix when it is 2nd person, (17)

– -wa precedes the S suffix when it is 1st person, (22)

(22) z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-wa
-pst

-na
-S1pl

-la (=z@bt
˙
iwaynala)9

-L3fs

‘we used to catch her’ (p. 136)

– -wa’s position can be stated phonologically as well:10,11

⋄ -wa’s “starting point” is at the right edge of the root
(the left edge of the agreement suffix series), (23)

(23) V – pst – B – S – L

⋄ From there it moves to the “right”, where it linearizes
before the first non-vowel-initial-syllable boundary

– At the relevant derivational point for allomorphy, (23),
-wa does not intervene in the suffix series.

2.3.4 A closer look at the CC-initial L suffixes

The liquids in the CC-initial L suffixes are phonologically weak
in a way that is different from other ls and the other L suffixes.

• The l of -lle (L3pl) fully assimilates, obligatorily, to any im-
mediately preceding consonant, (24a)/(25a), while other ls do
not, (24b)/(25b).

(24) a. nš@q
kiss.pfv

-∅
-Bm.sg

-∅
-S3

-lle (=nš@qqe)
-L3pl

‘they kissed him’ (p. 130)

b. nš@q
kiss.pfv

-∅
-Bm.sg

-∅
-S3

-le (=nš@qle)
-L3m.sg

‘he kissed him’ (p. 130)

9The past tense morpheme -wa has the surface allomorph -way when it
precedes CV (but not at the end of a word, hence not just in any open syllable).

10It is also possible that the position -wa displaces to is idiosyncratically
learned; this is impossible to rule out since the involved morphemes form a
closed class, and a speaker would need to memorize only 9 B+S+past forms.

11If the phonological analysis is correct, there are several important orderings
between wa-infixation and certain other phonological operations. First, it must
be that the whole suffix series undergoes syllabification prior to the infixation of
-wa. Further, the deletion of the final u in S2pl -utu (which takes place in every
environment except at the end of a word) must precede syllabification. Finally,
all other phonological processes (e.g., assimilation) must follow wa-infixation.
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(25) a. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-lle (=z@bt
˙
@tte)

-L3pl

‘you (masc. sg.) catch them’ (p. 135)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-le (=z@bt
˙
@tle)

-L3m.sg

‘you (masc. sg.) catch him’ (p. 134)

• Using our -wa diagnostic, §2.3.3, we can see that the assimila-
tion in (24a) and (25a) is phonological, not morphological, as
-wa does bleed this assimilation.

(26) nš@q
kiss.pfv

-∅
-Bm.sg

-∅
-S3

-wa
-pst

-lle (=nš@qwalle/
-L3pl *nš@qwaqqe)

‘they had kissed him’ (p. 155)

(27) z@bt
˙

catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-wa
-pst

-lle (=z@bt
˙
@twalle/

-L3pl *z@bt
˙
@twatte)

‘you (masc. sg.) used to catch them’ (p. 135)

– The assimilation of CC-initial suffixes seen in (24)–(25) is
phonological.

– Phonological assimilation applies late, after -wa infixation.

• In contrast to assimilation with the CC-initial L-suffixes, man-
ner assimilation between alveolars is generally probabilistic (not
required), and when it occurs, it is always regressive (p. 19–20):

(28) a. m@r
say.pfv

-lan (=m@rlan∼m@llan)
-L1pl

‘we said’ (p. 19)

b. mah
˙
at

lie.down.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-no (=mah
˙
atno∼mah

˙
anno)

-S1sg

‘I lie down/am lying down’ (p. 19)

• The first C of -lxu (L2pl) readily deletes (or perhaps CC short-
ens after assimilation) in CCC environments, while consonant
deletion is otherwise quite constrained (cf. fn. 8):

(29) nš@q
kiss.pfv

-∅
-Bm.sg

-∅
-S3

-lxu (=nš@qxu)
-L2pl

‘you (pl) kissed him’ (p. 130)

• The l of -lxu and -lle even assimilates to a preceding n that is
separated from the suffix by a short vowel:

(30) a. zobat
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-no
-S1sg

-lle (=zobat
˙
nanne)

-L3pl

‘I (masc. sg.) catch them’ (p. 135)

b. zobat
˙catch.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-no
-S1sg

-lxu (=zobat
˙
nanxu)

-L2pl

‘I (masc. sg.) catch you (pl)’ (p. 136)

– Note that this is not a plural environment.

• In sum, in contrast to the general phonological processes of the
language and all other ls in the language, the ls in -lxu and -lle
(except in pl environments)...

– Participate in progressive assimilation

– Assimilate obligatorily

– Tolerate deletion/shortening

A proposal for a more accurate representation of these L suffixes:

(31) a. L2pl = Cxu
b. L3pl = CCe

nb. Also needed: A rule that fills an empty consonantal timing
slot that has survived to the very end of the derivation
(after all phonological processes) with the features of l.

• The nature of the allomorphy/morphophonological alternation
among L suffixes can thus be reframed from (9)/(10):

(32) C → n / pl
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The data discussed in this section support the characterization of
the l/n alternation as morpho(phono)logical, not phonological.

• The filling of the consonantal slot of -CCe/-Cxu with n in the
context of following a plural feature, (32), bleeds all of the
phonological “weakness” seen above.

– -nne obligatorily does not assimilate, as seen in
(13a)/(14a)

– -nxu does not tolerate n deletion, seen in (13b)/(14b)

– -wa does not bleed plural-triggered -nxu/-nne , as
we saw in (16)/(17)

⇒ The rule that derives the -nxu/-nne contextual allomorphs,
(32), must precede all general phonological processes.

– This follows naturally from an account in which (32) takes
place in the morphological component of the grammar,
which precedes the phonological component.

2.4 Interim summary

We are dealing here with two independent cases of contextual
allomorphy:

1) Suppletive allomorphy in the B suffix series:

(33) Bpl → -i (elsewhere)
→ -@n / CC

• Looks like outward sensitivity to phonological form

2) A morphophonological alternation in the L suffix series (repeated
from (32)):

(34) C → n / pl

• Looks like inward sensitivity to morphosyntactic features

We can now ask: Is this pattern truly directionally deviant?

3 Analysis

The backdrop for the analysis is the basic workings of the framework
of Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993, 1994):

• The syntax operates over abstract morphemes:

– Roots (lexical morphemes)

– Functional morphemes (morphosyntactic features)

• The output of syntax feeds...

– Logical Form (LF)

– Morphological Structure (MS) / Phonological Form (PF)

• Phonological forms are paired with morphemes via the process
of Vocabulary Insertion (VI), in accordance with the Subset
Principle (Halle 1997).

– Suppletive allomorphy = VI selecting a more highly spec-
ified spell-out of (vocabulary item for) a morpheme.

– Morphophonological rules alter the phonological form of
an already-inserted vocabulary item.

In this section:

§3.1 Two possible analyses of the Turoyo verbal complex

§3.2 Conclusions from previous work on contextual allomorphy

§3.3 Supporting the Adjacent Head Analysis of Turoyo verbs

3.1 Two possible analyses

3.1.1 The Syntactic Word Analysis (SWA): L > B/S

The surface-obvious analysis of Turoyo verbs would be to take all
the morphemes in the verbal complex to be within a complex X0.

9



• The verbal complex of (4) is repeated in (35), with its hypoth-
esized word-internal structure under SWA shown in (36).

(35) z@bt
˙catch.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-le (=z@bt
˙
atle)

-L3m.sg

‘you (fem. sg.) catch him’ (p. 135)

(36)

V
catch

zbt
˙

BAgr

f.sg

-o

SAgr

2sg

-@t

LAgr

3m.sg

-le

Under this analysis:

• Vocabulary Insertion (choosing an exponent) at BAgr is out-
wardly sensitive to the phonological form of SAgr/LAgr, (33)

– This means that SAgr and LAgr must already have phono-
logical exponents (must have already undergone VI) by the
time VI (exponent choice) happens at BAgr.

– This necessitates that VI starts at the highest node
in this structure and works from the outside in.

• A morphophonological rule post-VI at LAgr is inwardly sen-
sitive to the morphosyntactic features of BAgr/SAgr, (34)

– Consistent with outward-in VI—there will be a point at
which LAgr has an exponent, and BAgr/SAgr do not.

• If (36) is derived by head movement, the (rough) syntactic
structure feeding (36) will be one in which LAgr is the highest:

– (I use AgrPs for convenience here, but nothing hinges on
whether Agr is parasitic on existing functional heads, or
even whether Agr nodes are added post-syntactically.)

(37) LAgrP

LAgr
3m.sg

-le

SAgrP

SAgr
2sg

-@t

BAgrP

BAgr
f.sg

-o

VP

V
catch

zbt

3.1.2 The Adjacent Head Analysis (AHA): B/S > L

A second analysis worth considering is one in which the morphemes
in the verbal complex are not, in fact, one syntactic word.

• Rather, the agreement heads appear in their first-merge order.

• The hypothesized structure under AHA is shown in (38).

(38) BAgrP

BAgr
f.sg

-o

SAgrP

SAgr
2sg

-@t

LAgrP

LAgr
3m.sg

-le

VP

V
catch

zbt

• Not shown: V/VP needs to raise/move past BAgr; the surface
morpheme order can then be read left-to-right off the structure.

Under this analysis (AHA), we see the exact opposite directionality
as that under SWA.
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• VI at BAgr is inwardly sensitive to the phonological form of
SAgr/LAgr, (33)

– This means that SAgr and LAgr must already have phono-
logical exponents (must have already undergone VI) by the
time VI (exponent choice) happens at BAgr.

– This necessitates that VI starts at the lowest node in
this structure and works from the inside out.

• A morphophonological rule post-VI at LAgr is outwardly sen-
sitive to the morphosyntactic features of BAgr/SAgr, (34)

– This is consistent with inward-out VI—there will be a
point at which LAgr has a phonological exponent, and
BAgr/SAgr do not.

3.2 Previous work on contextual allomorphy

3.2.1 Cyclicity, rewriting, and directionality

Bobaljik (2000), building off of Carstairs (1987), constructs an argu-
ment for a directionality constraint on contextual allomorphy based
on “systematic asymmetries” in the Itelmen verb.12

• Preliminaries:

(39) Bobaljik (2000:(3)) [footnotes added]

a. Separation: Morphology interprets syntactic struc-
tures, rather than feeding them13

b. Cyclicity: This interpretive procedure (vocabulary in-
sertion) proceeds root-outwards14

c. Rewriting: As morphosyntactic features are expressed
by vocabulary items, these features are used up and no
longer a part of the representation15

12See also Paster 2006, Embick 2010.
13See also Anderson 1992, Halle and Marantz 1993, Aronoff 1994, Beard 1995.
14See also Carstairs 1987, Carstairs-McCarthy 2001, Adger et al. 2003, Embick

2010, Deal and Wolf 2017, i.a.
15See also Halle 1990, Noyer 1992, cf. Halle and Marantz 1993.

• If VI proceeds root-outwards, (39b), and VI rewrites mor-
phemes as phonological forms, (39c), ...

– ...then it necessarily follows that contextual sensitivity will
be directionally constrained:

⋄ Inwardly-sensitive allomorphy can only have a
morpho-phonological trigger (e.g., verb class, phono-
logical form)

⋄ Outwardly-sensitive allomorphy can only have a
morphosyntactic trigger (e.g., number, tense)

• The Itelmen verb (Bobaljik 2000:(9b),(16)):

(40) t-tF-s-ki-čePn
Sbj.1sg-bring-pres-II-1>3pl

č’eBuzlaX-aPn
tasty-pl

kìčl-ePn
rotten.heads-pl

‘I’m bringing tasty rotten (mouse) heads.’

(41) SAgrbj

SAgr
t-

AgrObj

F

T

V
Fs

T
-s

F
-ki

AgrO
-čePn

– F is inwardly sensitive to a class feature on V (class I: ∅;
class II: overt), and outwardly sensitive to the morphosyn-
tactic features of AgrO and SAgr (particular overt form)

– AgrO is outwardly sensitive to the morphosyntactic fea-
tures of SAgr (hence, looks like a portmanteau)

• “...any framework which does not share [the] assumptions [in
(39)] (in particular those positing flat structures or looser do-
mains for contextual allomorphy) must treat the systematic
asymmetries in the Chukotko-Kamchatkan data as mere acci-
dents, having no principled (synchronic) account.” (p. 37)
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There have, however, also been analyses of counterexamples that
call for a loosening of some of the assumptions in (39).

• Gribanova and Harizanov (2017): Inward sensitivity to mor-
phosyntactic features is possible.

– In Bulgarian, certain allomorphs of D are inwardly sen-
sitive to both the phonological form of the root and the
morphosyntactic features of the root, e.g., in (42)–(43)
(Gribanova and Harizanov 2017:(33b),(38),(39)):

(42) [def] ↔ -tá / -C#, [sg, fem]

(43) D

n

N
√

SPRING

prolet

n

[sg, fem]
-∅

D
[def]
-tá

– Challenges the rewriting assumption, (39c).

• Deal and Wolf (2017): Outward sensitivity to phonological form
is possible.

– In Nez Perce, the form of µ (present when there is object
possessor raising) is inwardly sensitive to morphological
features and outwardly sensitive to phonological form, e.g.,
in (44)–(45) (Deal and Wolf 2017:(29),(47),(52)):

(44) µ ↔ ney’ / [Class:C]⌢ ⌢
σ(

(45) Asp

v

v
[3obj]
‘aw-

µ

√

FIND

‘yáx̌
µ

-ney’

Asp
impf.sg

-sa

– Challenges the cyclicity assumption, (39b):

⋄ They maintain that there are cyclic domains, and typ-
ically these are interpreted at MS root-outwards.

⋄ Their proposal: Within a cyclic domain, VI may pro-
ceed outward-in, if there is a vocabulary item that
depends on an outward phonological context.

3.2.2 Locality

While it is generally agreed that there is some sort of locality
constraint on allomorphy, there are numerous proposals as to the
nature of this constraint.

Bobaljik (2012:(90)) proposes the locality condition in (46) (with β

conditioning allomorphy of α) to capture (47)/(48) (ibid :(88)).

(46) a. α . . . ]X0 . . . β

b. *α . . . ]XP . . . β

(47) The Root Suppletion Generalization: Root suppletion is
limited to synthetic (i.e., morphological) comparatives

(48) a. good / better
b. good / *more bett

(49) a. cmpr

adj cmpr

b. cmprP

cmpr adjP

adj

• Part of a more general pattern: “[a] suppletive allomorph is
selected when the conditioning feature is an affix, but not when
the conditioning feature is expressed periphrastically, with a
word boundary intervening” (p. 139), seen also in (50).

(50) a. Leo went/*goed swimming on Sundays.
b. Leo didn’t go/*went swimming on Sunday.
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Bobaljik and Harley (2017):

• Verb suppletion can be triggered by something outside the verb,
a transitive object or intransitive subject. (This pattern is also
found in a number of other Native American languages.)

(51) Bobaljik and Harley (2017:(9))

a. Aapo/Vempo
3sg/3pl

uka
the.sg

koowi-ta
pig-acc.sg

mea-k.
kill.sg-prf

‘He/They killed the pig.’

b. Aapo/Vempo
3sg/3pl

ume
the.pl

kowi-m
pig-pl

sua-k.
kill.pl-prf

‘He/They killed the pigs.’

• Bobaljik (2012) implicitly takes (46) to restrict suppletion to
occurring within an X0.

• However, Bobaljik and Harley (2017) argue that participant
number-governed suppletion, (51), does not in fact require a
revision of the locality condition in (46).

– Root suppletion is triggered by an internal argument; no
XP boundary is crossed (Bobaljik and Harley 2017:(13)):16

(52)
√

P

DPPL

√
KILL

Looser/different locality conditions:

• Embick (2010), Arregi and Nevins (2012): Concatenation
(within a domain) defines locality for allomorph selection.17

• Merchant (2015): Adjacent head “spans” within an extended
projection (Svenonius 2012) can condition allomorphy.

16Thornton (2015, 2017) takes up this pattern crosslinguistically, and argues
that a stricter locality condition can be maintained, as there must be a node
internal to the verb-word that indexes the number of the internal argument.

17While Embick (2010) mainly discusses allomorphy X0-internally, he does
not rule out that it might apply across phrases (p. 35).

3.2.3 Implications for SWA and AHA

Recall the two possible syntactic structures, repeated from §3.1:

• Syntactic Word Analysis:

⇒ The highest/outermost agreement suffix is an L suffix.

(53) SWA structure (before V-to-B-to-S-to-L head movement)

LAgrP

LAgr
3m.sg

-le

SAgrP

SAgr
2sg

-@t

BAgrP

BAgr
f.sg

-o

VP

V
catch

zbt

• Adjacent Head Analysis:

⇒ The highest/outermost agreement suffix is a B suffix.

(54) AHA structure (before V(P) movement past BAgr)

BAgrP

BAgr
f.sg

-o

SAgrP

SAgr
2sg

-@t

LAgrP

LAgr
3m.sg

-le

VP

V
catch

zbt
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• Two possibilities for understanding Turoyo’s allomorphy in the
context of previous work:

– Adopt SWA, (53) — LAgr > SAgr/BAgr

⋄ Maintain a strict locality condition (Bobaljik 2012,
Bobaljik and Harley 2017, Thornton 2017).

⋄ Give up strict cyclicity within the phase (and poten-
tially rewriting) (à la Deal and Wolf 2017, Gribanova
and Harizanov 2017).

– Adopt AHA, (54) — BAgr/SAgr > LAgr

⋄ Maintain the strictest directionality constraint
(Bobaljik 2000), along with rewriting, strict cyclicity.

⋄ Give up highly constrained locality for something a bit
looser (à la Embick 2010, Svenonius 2012, Merchant
2015).

3.3 Supporting the Adjacent Head Analysis

In this section, I will use evidence from agreement to argue for the
Adjacent Head Analysis (non-syntactic-word).

• Note that the precise structures are speculative. What’s impor-
tant is just the relative heights of the agreement morphemes.

Turoyo has an aspect-based agreement split.

• Prelimaries:

– Pronouns in Turoyo are null, except when focused.

– Subject agreement occurs whether or not the subject is
overt/null or a pronoun/full DP.

– Object agreement cannot co-occur with a full DP object,
only a pronominal object (null or non-null).

• Agreement on the imperfective base:

– B/S index the subject, (55a–c)

– L indexes the object, (55b–c)

(55) a. dāmix
sleep.impf

-i
-Bpl

-na (=dāmixina)
-S1pl

‘we sleep’ (p. XVIII)

b. n@šq
kiss.impf

-i
-Bpl

-∅
-S3

-la (=n@šqila)
-L3f.sg

‘they kiss her’ (p. 133)

c. z@bt
˙kiss.impf

-∅
-Bm.sg

-@t
-S2sg

-li (=z@bt
˙
@tli)

-L1sg

‘you (masc. sg.) catch me’ (p. 135)

• Preliminary hypothesis for the structure of (55a–c):

– BAgr and SAgr are calculated from the same ϕ-probe.

– BAgr/SAgr, on Asp, c-commands the subject, while LAgr,
on v, c-commands the object (with no interveners).

(56) TP

T AspP

Asp
BAgr/SAgr

vP

SBJ v′

v

LAgr
VP

V OBJ

⇒ BAgr/SAgr agrees with the subject.

⇒ LAgr agrees with the object.
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• Agreement on the perfective base:

– B/S index the intransitive subject, (57a), and 3rd person
transitive objects, (57b)

– L indexes the transitive subject, (57b–c)

– A second L (following the subject L) indexes 1st/2nd per-
son transitive objects, (57c) (see also (15))

(57) a. gah
˙
ik

laugh.pfv

-o
-Bf.sg

-no (=gah
˙
ikono)

-S1sg

‘I (fem.) laughed’ (p. 129)

b. nšiq
kiss.pfv

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-lle (=nšiqalle)
-L3pl

‘they kissed her’ (p. 130)

c. nšiq
kiss.pfv

-le
-L3m.sg

-l@x (=nšiqlel@x)
-L2m.sg

‘he kissed you (masc.)’ (p. 137)

– Preliminary hypothesis for (57a–b):

⋄ v (LAgr) agrees with its specifier in the perfective.18

⋄ Asp (BAgr/SAgr) agrees with the object.

(58) TP

T AspP

Asp
BAgr/SAgr

vP

SBJ v′

v

LAgr
VP

V OBJ

18It is not clear why this happens, but it fits within a larger pattern of analyses
of aspect-based split ergativity, à la Anand and Nevins 2006.

⋄ A speculation: The subject is not available for (suc-
cessful) agreement after it agrees with LAgr.

⇒ BAgr/SAgr can thus “look past” the subject.

⋄ But, since BAgr/SAgr reach the subject over
an intervener, this agreement is impoverished.

⋄ ≈ Person Case Constraint effect (Bonet 1991, Anag-
nostopoulou 2003, Béjar and Rezac 2003, i.a.).

– Preliminary hypothesis for (57c):

⋄ A head lower than v (Appl19 or an iteration of v) is
avaliable as a last-resort strategy for agreeing with a
1st/2nd person object (à la Rezac 2008, Kalin To appear).

(59) TP

T AspP

Asp
BAgr/SAgr

vP

SBJ v′

v

LAgr
ApplP

Appl
LAgr

VP

V OBJ

• What’s actually important in the analysis here:

– BAgr/SAgr > LAgr ; supported by:

⋄ No person restriction when BAgr/SAgr agree w/subj

⋄ 3rd p. restriction when BAgr/SAgr agree with an obj

⋄ No person restriction for LAgr in any aspect

19Support for the Appl analysis comes from the fact that datives can also
agree in this second L slot (p. 137); such agreement is thus ambiguous.
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• Implication: The split-ergative and person-restricted
agreement pattern rules out SWA in favor of AHA.

– In the underlying syntactic structure, BAgr/SAgr must be
higher than LAgr.

⋄ This does not hold of SWA, under which the verbal
complex is a syntactic word built by head movement.

⋄ This does hold of AHA, under which the verbal com-
plex is a series of adjacent heads.

Final hypothesized structure:

(60) TP

T AspP

Asp
BAgr/SAgr

vP

SBJ v′

v

LAgr
VP

V OBJ

• This allows us to maintain a number of core assumptions in
Distributed Morphology, (39), though it also necessitates that
allomorphy be able to be triggered across an XP boundary.

• In order to fully support this analysis, it would need to be
shown that:

(i) The subject raises out of the way, to allow the agreement
heads to be adjacent.

(ii) The V/VP raises to a position between the subject and T.

⋄ If it’s VP raising, then the object must evacuate VP,
or the object must not be in the (minimal projection
of) VP to begin with (Borer 2005, Alexiadou 2014, i.a).

⇒ This is left for future work.

4 Conclusion

In this talk, I have examined a complex case of verbal allomorphy
in the Neo-Aramaic language Turoyo.

• On the surface, this pattern seems to necessitate that (some
subset of) cyclicity, rewriting, and directionality are incorrect.

• However, using evidence from agreement, I argued that the ver-
bal complex in Turoyo does not constitute a syntactic word (an
X0), and so these assumptions/components of the morphologi-
cal theory can be maintained.

• A consequence of this analysis is that we need a looser definition
of locality than is often proposed: adjacent heads can condition
allomorphy across an XP boundary.

There is a lot left to understand about the Turoyo verb:

• The nature of the “leaning” of these agreement heads such that
they appear to form one verb word (does an additional MS/PF
operation come into play?)

• Stress patterns (penultimate... except in certain complex verbs)

• Long-distance head movement of V? Or movement of VP?

• The mood/aspect-conditioned templatic form of the verb base
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